
Business cases



The large and unused flat roofs of business parks are 
ideal for dozens of wind turbines, sustainably powering 
your computers and machinery below.

Flat roofed buildings



Easy and cheap installations on flat roofs and very 
visible placements. All your employees and customers 
will see your commitment to sustainability.

Offices



Become completely independent of energy companies 
and fossil fuel. Seamlessly connect your energy needs 
with your wind energy production.

Housing (off-grid)



Install The Windleaf on a lamp post to create a 
sustainable street light grid. Power your street lighting 
in the most visual and sustainable way.

Lamp posts



Mount The Windleaf on a noise barrier next to a 
highway, to power the housing district behind it. The 
height and location make for an ideal combination. 

Noise barriers



The Windleaf is a very visual and esthetic producer 
of green, sustainable energy. This makes it an ideal 
educational tool.

Education



The Windleaf 
The power of our wind turbine

Local supply

20 year life span
10 year warranty

Easy to install

Stormproof design

Whisper silent

Q Watch our product video

https://vimeo.com/189323984


The Windleaf 
Specifications

Energy production

1000kWh/year 

This is the production on a good 
wind location with an average 
wind speed of 6 m/s.

Start-up wind speed

1.5 m/s

The Windleaf starts energy 
production at wind force 1. 
(1.5 m/s)

Rotor diameter

1.7 m

The Windleaf is small and 
elegant, to be a beautiful 
enrichment to its surrounding. 

kWh price

0.16 EUR 

The kWh price for The Windleaf
can differ based on batch size, 
wind location and subsidies.

All-in price

3755 EUR

The price includes one Windleaf, 
a flat roof mast and installation 
on your roof.

Lifespan

20year

The Windleaf produces your 
power, without any maintenance, 
for at least 20 years. 
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